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A Cue for Love chapter 881

Chapter 881 Where Is Daddy Part Two

Xavian quickly clutched his head. “Oh no! I said something wrong!”

“You’re too dense, Xavian!” Sophia burst out laughing.

Although Franklin, Clayton, and Yumi did not say anything, they were grinning happily.

Sophia’s appetite was just like Natalie’s. Just like a little glutton, she finished all the bagels
within a short moment.

“There are still some left in the oven…”

Emma lifted Sophia’s plate, wanting to add two more bagels. However, Natalie stopped her.

“She ate five for breakfast. That’s enough! We can’t give her anything else, or she’ll be too
full.”

“I see…”

On the other hand, Emma was afraid that Sophia would be disappointed. Kids at her age
would definitely cry or kick up a fuss if they could not eat to their heart’s content. However,
when Emma turned around, she saw Sophia sitting there obediently. Sophia flashed her a
sweet smile and said, “You really dote on me, Mrs. Bunton! But Mommy’s right. I can only
eat five bagels, or I’ll be too full.”

Emma’s heart softened when she saw how obedient Sophia was.

Rubbing her stomach, Sophia said in a mixture of happiness and pity, “Mommy’s bagels are
really yummy. It’s a pity that Daddy isn’t here! If only he’s here with us and can eat Mommy’s
bagels!”
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Natalie, who was halfway through eating a bagel, was at a loss for words.

Before she could say anything, the kids started discussing in front of her.

“I wonder what’s Daddy busy with! He won’t answer our calls.” Sophia was filled with
indignance.

“Hmph! He abandoned us to Mommy and stopped caring about us!” Franklin raised his
eyebrows.

Yumi cupped her cheeks and asked, “Is he too busy with work?”

“Busy? No matter how busy he is, he can’t just ignore Mommy and our feelings!”

“Yeah! Mommy’s ranked number one. No one is more important than her! How can he
ignore us? When I’m free, I’m going to track his IP address,” suggested Xavian.

When the other four kids heard that, they nodded in agreement.

“Yeah!”

“Let’s do that!”

Natalie was stunned when she heard the children’s conclusion.

Track what?

Although the five kids were still quite young, they were extremely smart. They might
discover that Samuel had abandoned them in their investigation.

“You’re not allowed to investigate him.” Natalie placed her chopsticks down and educated
them earnestly, “Your daddy needs to finish an important task, so he can’t come to Loang
with us. If you really miss him, I can bring you back to him.”

When Natalie said that, the five kids stopped discussing. They lowered their heads and fell
silent.
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Upon noticing the tense atmosphere, Emma asked, “Children, have you decided what you
want to eat for dinner?”

“Chicken wings!”

“Lettuce!”

“Grilled pork!”

“Roasted chicken!”

“BBQ pork!”

As expected of little kids, their attention was directed away when Emma asked about dinner.

When they finally stopped asking about it, Natalie heaved a sigh of relief.

Indeed, lies should not be said too easily. Once she started lying, she would need to come
up with even more lies to conceal the truth.

“I’m going to work.” As Natalie stood up, she reminded the kids, “You must listen to Emma’s
instructions at home and respect her like your elder! If she needs anything, you must help
her.”

“Okay!”

After bidding farewell to the kids, Natalie left the mansion.

Emma brought the plates on the table to the kitchen and started washing them. She then
started preparing for lunch.

The five kids exchanged a look with one another before dashing into the second-floor living
room.

As the eldest, Franklin asked, “To be honest, do you think that there’s something weird going
on between Daddy and Mommy?”
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Chapter 882 Where Is Daddy Part Three

Actually, the kids had already noticed the strange dynamics between Natalie and Samuel.

These thoughts had already been circling in their minds before they left for Loang. However,
none of them brought it up. Now that Franklin was the first one to mention it, the five kids
started discussing enthusiastically.

“I think so!” admitted Clayton honestly. “After Mommy announced that she’s going to work in
Loang, Daddy didn’t even show up. Even Uncle Steven and Mr. Trevor came to send us off,
but he didn’t!”

“Daddy’s always been busy with work. But it’s the first time that he hasn’t shown up for such
a long time,” analyzed Xavian.

“Yeah! Previously, I’ve already thought that Mommy seems to be in a strange mood, like
she’s very sad. I thought that she just couldn’t bear to part with Daddy!” The more Sophia
thought about it, the harder she shook her head. “Looks like that’s not the case. It’s like they
had an argument and are ignoring each other.”

Glancing at the other kids, Yumi expressed her own thoughts. “Then… Did they really have an
argument?”

When she said that, everyone fell silent in shock.

None of them wanted to admit it. However, when they recalled Natalie’s reaction in the
dining room earlier, the same thought appeared in their minds.
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In the end, Franklin said, “So… What Mommy’s trying to say is that if any of us misses Daddy,
she’ll bring us to him. She wants us to make the decision! Isn’t that like how divorced
couples make their children decide between their parents?”

After hearing Franklin’s analysis, everyone felt like they had just been struck by lightning.

Unfortunately, his analysis was exactly like what they had felt.

The thought of her parents separating caused Sophia to tear up. Choking up, she exclaimed,
“I don’t want Mommy and Daddy to be apart! It’s been so tough for them to get back
together! I don’t want them to leave each other!”

Yumi wiped Sophia’s tears with a piece of tissue. “Don’t panic yet, Sophia! Franklin’s just
making a guess.”

“But what about Daddy?” Sophia mumbled indignantly, “He didn’t call Mommy or any of us!”

When Xavian saw the tears rolling down her cheeks endlessly, he pointed at himself. “Don’t
cry, Sophia! I have a solution.”

“You have a solution?” asked Clayton with a frown. “You, Franklin, and I have been calling
Daddy for the past few days. He didn’t even pick up any of our calls! Since that’s already the
case, are you sure that you have a way to make Daddy pick up our calls?”

“Previously, we’ve been relying on conventional methods.” Xavian blinked. “This time, I’m
going to pull out my trump card. I promise that once he sees it, he’ll definitely pick up my
call.”

When Xavian made that promise so confidently, the four kids glanced at him
simultaneously.

“Really?” asked Sophia as she grinned through her tears.

Xavian patted his chest. “Of course!” With that, he started moving.

Taking his laptop out from the suitcase, he turned it on and selected a picture of Natalie
with Jerome from the thumb drive. Then, he selected an image of a couple acting intimately
and photoshopped their faces on that image.
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Initially, the image looked a bit unnatural. After Xavian did something with his keyboard and
mouse, a flawless image emerged in front of them.

“Okay!” Xavian’s mission was accomplished.

“Is this your solution?” asked Clayton in shock.

“Yeah! Regardless of why Daddy and Mommy argued, do you think that he can bear to see
Mommy being so intimate with another man?” Xavian smiled smugly. “When Daddy sees
this picture, he’ll definitely be furious. In that case, it’ll be a piece of cake for him to answer
our call.
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